2018 Partnership
Opportunities

Position your
company as a leader
in the industry
Attracting the countries leading facilities management and
workplace professionals, sponsorship of Total Facilities

offers an unparalleled opportunity to boost your presence in
a highly targeted market.
With increased advantage over your competitors, no other
event in Australia provides this kind of platform for promoting
your company, brand and products.

Year Round
Engagement
Early involvement with Total Facilities will give you the

opportunity to feature in our marketing and PR campaign to
promote your brand to Australia’s facilities and workplace
community.

We engage the industry throughout the year with regular
communications featuring news and updates

Central
Networking
Lounge
The Central Networking Lounge is the thriving hub of the
show and occupies the most prominent position on the floor
plan. The lounge has high foot traffic for the duration of the
event as the main meeting point for exhibitors and visitors to
network, do business and entertain clients. This is a high
profile opportunity for brands wanting to get the maximum
exposure.

Sponsorship of the Central Networking Lounge can offer a
number of branding exposure opportunities onsite within one
of the events key attraction areas on the show floor.

Seminar
Theatre
Delivering a highly relevant series of panel discussions
hosted by acclaimed industry experts and academics, the
Total Facilities Seminar Theatre offers proven strategies and
insights on the latest trends and developments to shake the
profession. This is an outstanding opportunity to align your
brand with thought leaders shaping the future direction of the
FM industry.

The 2017 Speaker Series in the Seminar Theatre hosted 10
informative panel discussions and over 800 seminar
delegates.

Event
Registration
Sponsorship of the Event Registration offers a more
personal experience with the Total Facilities
community as your brand will be seen first by every
attendee as they arrive, register for entry and enter
the event. Situated at the entrance and exit to Total
Facilities, the registration area has continually high
visibility and foot traffic.

Smart
Zone
Sponsor the new Smart Zone at Total Facilities
2018 and you’ll be making one of the smartest
decisions of the year by associating your brand with
the rapidly growing smart buildings sector. There is
no better way to position your brand as a

progressive industry leader than by putting your
name to the event’s technological hub which also
includes full naming rights to the Smart Theatre and
a premium stand and possible product

demonstration area.

Best
Bathroom
Facility
Now entering its fourth year, the coveted Best Bathroom
Facility competition offers an exclusive opportunity to align

your brand with the growing importance for washroom
hygiene and wellbeing. As Total Facilities Hygiene Partner
you’ll get full naming rights to Australia’s Best Bathroom
Facility award which offers unprecedented brand exposure
both pre-show and on-site. In 2017, the competition
generated mass media coverage with 16,492,855
impressions including prime coverage on the Channel 9
Today Show.
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Promotional Opportunities
Show Bags

Show Bag Inserts

A walking advertisement for
your brand. Every visitor to
Total Facilities receives a free
re-usable show bag that
features your logo alongside
the Total Facilities logo which
has longevity well after the
doors have closed.

Why not include a promotional
insert in the show bag for an
extremely cost-effective way of
enhancing your presence at
Total Facilities. This
guarantees exposure to all
visitors and is an opportunity
only open to exhibitors.

Lanyards

Wi Fi

Lanyards are worn by every
visitor, speaker and exhibitor at
the show as their identification
to enter the event. This high
visibility opportunity features
your company logo on each
lanyard maximising your brand
impact at the event.

Help visitors stay connected with
the WiFi sponsorship. All visitors
and exhibitors will be directed to
log-on to the complimentary WiFi
available at the venue. This
sponsorship opportunity offers
exclusive naming rights for this
wireless network.

Digital Advertising
The Total Facilities digital platforms offer year round engagement with a dedicated facilities management (FM) audience
with over 118,000 views each year. But it’s the three months pre-event that really sees web traffic peak, as visitors plan
their Total Facilities experience.
Take advantage of our pre-event digital marketing opportunities to make your brand cut through the noise and stand out
from the competition.

Leaderboard Packages

Directory Packages

eDM Packages

This package offers branding on the top
visited pages of Total Facilities - the
homepage, exhibitor directory and product
directory. These pages receive 30,997*
views over the peak period where your
banner will take prime position on the
homepage and rotate on the directory
pages. From $1,750 +GST

Directory pages are key visitor planning
tools and with 11,038 page views in the
peak period, these are the second most
visited pages on the Total Facilities
website. Choose from the Exhibitor or
Product directory or take both for
maximum coverage. From $1,000 +GST

Total Facilities has an email database of
19,000+ subscribers. Our eDMs are a
regular channel for show and industry news,
insights and product features and are a cost
effective tool to put your brand in front of an
engaged audience. $1,000 +GST

Strategic
Partnerships
and Bespoke Packages
Whatever your vision, we can create a bespoke
package or partnership that will enhance your
engagement with the facilities management (FM)
industry.
These opportunities offer intimate brand alignment
with Total Facilities and unparalleled brand
exposure at the highest level. We can work closely

with you to deliver successful business outcomes
through the creation and delivery of fully integrated
partnerships.

How to get involved
Find out more about our package inclusions and prices

Contact the team
Andrew Lawson

Jerrie Vise

Event Manager
E: alawson@divcom.net.au
P: +61 (0)3 9261 4664

Event Sales Executive
E: jvise@divcom.net.au
P: +61 (0)3 9261 4518

